Summer Art

PROGRAM FOR KIDS & TEENS

JUNE 3 – AUGUST 2

Ages 5 – 17
ARTSCOOL
CLASSES June 3 - August 2

Photoshop Fun - Tindell
1-4pm  7-10 yrs SU19-116

WEEK 2 (JUNE 10-14)
Beginning Painting - Paul
9am-12pm  13-17 yrs SU19-201
Uno, Dos, Tres, Arte Ole. - Dieter
9am-12pm  5-8 yrs SU19-202
I Love My Gecko - Lee
9am-12pm  8-11 yrs SU19-203
Designing Duos - Otis
9am-12pm  9-12 yrs SU19-204
ClaysCOOL - Rose
9am-12pm  7-11 yrs SU19-205
Batik - Herndon
9am-12pm  11-13 yrs SU19-206
Under the Sea - Clark
9am-12pm  5-9 yrs SU19-207
Photoshop Fun - Owen
9am-12pm  5-9 yrs SU19-208
Batik - Herndon
1-4pm  13-17 yrs SU19-209
Paper Party - Pesek
1-4pm  5-7 yrs SU19-210
To Primary & Beyond! - Otis
1-4pm  6-9 yrs SU19-211
Uno, Dos, Tres, Arte Ole. - Dieter
1-4pm  7-11 yrs SU19-212
Paths of the Modern Artists - Cummings
1-4pm  9-12 yrs SU19-213
ClaysCOOL - Rose
1-4pm  10-13 yrs SU19-214
Bugs & Botanicals - Clark
1-4pm  8-11 yrs SU19-215
PhotoShop Fun - Tindell
1-4pm  8-11 yrs SU19-216
DRAWING LANDSCAPES - Saladino
9am-12pm  13-17 yrs SU19-301
What’s Behind the Door? - Lee
9am-12pm  5-8 yrs SU19-302
ClaysCOOL - Mustaine
9am-12pm  6-9 yrs SU19-303
Duct Tape Designs - Franken
9am-12pm  8-11 yrs SU19-304
Uno, Dos, Tres, Arte Ole. - Dieter
9am-12pm  10-13 yrs SU19-305
STYLED SCULPTURE - Otis
9am-12pm  11-13 yrs SU19-306
Paint Like the Masters - Clark
9am-12pm  6-9 yrs SU19-307
ClaysCOOL - Mustaine
1-4pm  13-17 yrs SU19-308
Zoo Art - Walbert
1-4pm  5-8 yrs SU19-309
Uno, Dos, Tres, Arte Ole. - Dieter
1-4pm  5-8 yrs SU19-310
Mini Masterpieces - Pesek
1-4pm  8-11 yrs SU19-311
Artistry of Pen & Ink - Otis
1-4pm  8-12 yrs SU19-312
Creative Crafts - Frank
1-4pm  10-13 yrs SU19-313
Global Artist - Clark
1-4pm  9-12 yrs SU19-314
Photoshop Fun - Tindell
1-4pm  11-13 yrs SU19-315

WEEK 4 (JUNE 15-19)
ClaysCOOL - Mustaine
9am-12pm  9-12 yrs SU19-316
Once Upon A Time - Walbert
9am-12pm  5-8 yrs SU19-317
Artistic Scientist - Reinhold
9am-12pm  6-9 yrs SU19-318
Anime & Cartooning - Frank
9am-12pm  8-10 yrs SU19-319
My Mannequin Mania - Lee
9am-12pm  9-11 yrs SU19-320

MULTI-MEDIA FEST - Reinhold
1-4pm  11-13 yrs SU19-414
BUGS & BOTANICALS - Clark
1-4pm  8-11 yrs SU19-415
PHOTO SHOP FUN - Cook
1-4pm  8-12 yrs SU19-416

WEEK 5 (JULY 8-12)
Botanical Illustration - Rose
9am-12pm  13-17 yrs SU19-501
Animal Bonanza - Reinhold
9am-12pm  5-8 yrs SU19-502
To Primary & Beyond! - Otis
9am-12pm  6-9 yrs SU19-503
ClaysCOOL - Mustaine
9am-12pm  8-10 yrs SU18-504
Fantasy Creatures - Frank
9am-12pm  9-12 yrs SU18-505
Tie-Dye - Herndon
9am-12pm  11-13 yrs SU18-506
PHOTO SHOP FUN - Cook
1-4pm  10-13 yrs SU18-507

WEEK 7 (JULY 22-26)
ClaysCOOL - Mustaine
9am-12pm  9-11 yrs SU19-606
Animal Bonanza - Reinhold
9am-12pm  8-10 yrs SU19-607
INSIDE FAMOUS PAINTINGS - Walbert
9am-12pm  9-11 yrs SU19-608
A Palette of Fun - Murray
9am-12pm  8-11 yrs SU19-609
PASTEL POWER - Frank
9am-12pm  9-11 yrs SU19-610
ClaysCOOL - Mustaine
1-4pm  8-11 yrs SU19-611
PHOTO SHOP FUN - Otis
1-4pm  10-13 yrs SU19-612

WEEK 8 (JULY 29-AUG 2)
Science Fiction Painting - Otis
9am-12pm  13-17 yrs SU19-607
Aloha Tropical Paradise - Frank
9am-12pm  7-10 yrs SU19-610
CLAYS COOL (10) - Mustaine
1-4pm  9-12 yrs SU19-611
PHOTO SHOP FUN - Otis
1-4pm  8-11 yrs SU19-612

WEEK 1 (JUNE 3-7)
Another Perspective - Saladino
9am-12pm  13-17 yrs SU19-101
Unicorn Magic - Lee
9am-12pm  5-8 yrs SU19-102
ClaysCOOL - Rose
9am-12pm  5-8 yrs SU19-103
FLY HIGH IN THE SKY - Franken
9am-12pm  7-10 yrs SU19-104
Magical Realism - Otis
9am-12pm  8-11 yrs SU19-105
Uno, Dos, Tres, Arte Ole. - Dieter
9am-12pm  9-13 yrs SU19-106
Art Explosion - Clark
9am-12pm  9-12 yrs SU19-107
PhotoShop Fun - Owen
9am-12pm  10-13 yrs SU19-108
Magical Realism - Otis
1-4pm  13-17 yrs SU19-109
Deep Blue Sea - Franken
1-4pm  5-8 yrs SU19-110
Uno, Dos, Tres, Arte Ole. - Dieter
1-4pm  6-9 yrs SU19-111
HeartFeELT Creations - Pesek
1-4pm  8-12 yrs SU19-112
Paths of the Artists - Cummings
1-4pm  10-12 yrs SU19-113
ClaysCOOL - Rose
1-4pm  11-13 yrs SU19-114
Florida’s Wildlife - Clark
1-4pm  10-13 yrs SU19-115
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BRUSH STROKES TO CREATE AMAZING COMPOSITIONS

Explore color mixing, color values, perspective, zebras, paintings, slithering papier-mâché elephants, funky per-
Please double check your calendar and determine your child’s interest in specific classes before registering for ARTScool. The Naples Art Association’s education department works hard to schedule each class, monitor headcount, and coordinate instructors. When you register your child for a spot in one of our programs, you are reserving a space and committing to join us for that week and time.

Please note the following:

- Tuition is $125 per five-day class (supplies included).
- Registration closes at 5:00 p.m. the Sunday before that week’s classes begin.
- Walk-in registrations on Monday for classes beginning that week will be charged $150 per class. Due to our small class sizes and high demand for quality art programming there is no guarantee of space availability.
- Each class runs three hours per day for five days at 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. or 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
- Students should bring a drink and snack for the mid-class break.
- Students enrolled all day (AM & PM classes) must bring a bagged lunch from home. Refrigerator space is not available, so please pack accordingly.
- Early morning drop-off between 8:00 and 9:00 a.m. is available for $5 per day. No after-care is provided, so prompt pick up at the end of class is required.
- Students not being dropped off early must be accompanied to their class room and signed in on the roster by a parent or guardian.
- All students must be signed out on the class room roster at the end of class.

ARTScool Education Policies

- Due to class scheduling, purchasing of supplies, and our contract with the instructors, the DEADLINE for a REFUND to withdraw or TRANSFER is at 1:00 p.m. on the Wednesday before the class begins. (Five days prior to the start of class).
- All transfers and cancellations will incur a $20 fee.
- Once a class has begun, a registered student many NOT transfer to another class.
- There are no make-up classes due to student illness, travel, or other reasons that are not the responsibility of the Naples Art Association. While we sympathize with your situation, we have contractual obligations to our instructors that must be met, regardless of whether a registered student attends class or not. We are unable to prorate tuition for missed classes.
- Classes not meeting the minimum enrollment numbers will be cancelled five days prior to their start. Please do not wait to sign up for a class. Your child’s registration may be the one that determines whether a class will run or be cancelled. Our contract with instructors requires us to give them an accurate headcount five days prior to the start of class.